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Vol. 46, 1974. Birkhäuser Verlag Basel

Fluctuations in Some Mean-Field Models in Quantum
Statistics

by Walter F. Wreszinski1)

Seminar fuer Theoretische Physik der E.T.H., 8049 Zuerich

(21. IX. 73)

Abstract. Following the work on the normality of fluctuations in the Dicke maser model in
Ref. [1], we study equilibrium fluctuations and some of their properties in a few soluble ('mean-
field-like') models in quantum statistical mechanics which exhibit a phase transition.

1. Introduction

In this article we shall study normality and a few other properties of fluctuations
in some soluble models in quantum statistics. The models are, with one exception, the
imperfect Bose gas-mean-field models. The method of proof is, however, almost identical
in all cases, and certainly not extensible to non-mean-field models as, for instance, the
Heisenberg model. Therefore, we regard this one exception as 'mean-field-like' with
respect to fluctuations, and this is the justification for the terminology in the title and
abstract.

The motivation for such a study is three-fold : firstly, intrinsically, normality of
fluctuations plays a role in the axiomatic foundations of statistical mechanics, and
therefore deserves to be studied in its own right (see, e.g., Ref. [13]). Secondly, and

more technicaUy, it involves a much finer type of limiting procedure than the one
associated with intensive and local quantities. This is, in particular, reflected in the
non-equivalence of two definitions of normality introduced (see Remark 3.2) and in
the fact that the 'asymptotically exact' [1] Hamiltonians (leading to linear Heisenberg
equations of motion) for local and intensive observables, on the one hand, and fluctuation

observables, on the other, are, in general, different [1]. Thirdly, fluctuations have
been studied rigorously to a rather small extent : in particular, Ruelle's book [12] does

not tackle this subject.

2. Notations and Definitions

We consider throughout models described, in a unified notation, by a Hamiltonian
HL for a finite region, labelled by 'L' (which we take, for simplicity, to be the volume
of a cubical box containing the system, ranging over a set which we identify with ZJ,
which is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space ACL. The trace on ACL will be denoted
by trL and the number operator for the region L, suitably defined, by NL. Each model

') Supported financially by the Fundaçâo de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de Sâo Paulo,
Sào Paulo, Brazil.
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exhibits a phase transition, either at a temperature Tc, for fixed density, or at a density
pc, for fixed temperature. The grand-partition function, grand-canonical density
operator, pressure and finite volume Gibbs state over sAL B(ACJ) are given,
respectively, by

ZLt „ trL exp [-ß(HL - pNJ] (2.1)

<» TT" exP l-ß(HL - PNl)] C2-2)

Pß,.=~\ogZ^ (2.3)

/>i-,«(-)=trL(af,H-). (2.4)

PßJX) will also be defined for some unbounded operators X on AC^,. Let sér be the
normed *-algebra generated by (J sAL, and sA norm closure of seJ be the algebra

LsZ +
of quasi-local observables. In aU models we shall analyse (with the possible exception
of the ideal Bose gas), the following equality is seen to hold:

3 lim pIJA) PßJA)VA e sér. (2.5)

Hence, pß „ extends to a state on se, with the aid of which one may, under certain
conditions, given in Ref. [6], define the dynamics of the infinite system. These
conditions are met in the case of the strong-coupling B.C.S. model [3, 4] and in the Dicke
maser model [1] if the conjecture in Ref. [1], p. 393, holds.

The canonical ensemble corresponds to putting p 0 in (2.1)-(2.4) and the
corresponding notation will be Zß, oh, —fi (where fk is the free energy per unit volume)
and pß ¦). We shall call an operator on ACL extensive if it is an integral of local operators,
suitably defined in case the local operators are unbounded (as the number operator
NL) or, if the region is a lattice and the operators are bounded in norm, a sum of
operators localized at the sites of L, as

S? i2°«\ a«,", iE {1,2,3},
p=l

Pauli matrices on

C2(P) (2-6)

on

ACï= <g> C2(i). (2.7)
i l

Let 7 be a subset of Z+. For each model and each L, ß, p we shall consider a set of

operators

SJß, p) {All\ i ej, all A^ extensive} (2-8)
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and denote with the corresponding smaU Greek letters the corresponding intensive
operators

ccf^AfjL, is J. (2.9)

For aU ß e (0, oo) and in all mean-field models we shall analyse the restriction of the
Gibbs state to the quasi-local algebra se* generated by the spin operators, denoted by
Pp, is translation-invariant. Hence, if / is the dimension of the Lie algebra generated by
the extensive spin operators Ail), it foUows from Refs. [15] and [16] that pß is classical.
i.e., for all polynomials PL P(<A7j>,..., cJjf) in the intensive operators, the

lim pJPJ
h-*x>

exists. Since the intensive operators are uniformly bounded, it also foUows that, for
all polynomials PL P(tx^\.. .,cJjf),

lim p£(PJ hm Pß(PL). (2.10)

As described in Ref. [2], it foUows from [15] that there exists a probability measure
pp on the 'phase-space' R' with support in |a(i>| < M(1)||. 1 < * ^ /, such that, for aU

monomials,

hm Pß((a(L1))ffl(1)... (a(»)m('>) \p„ (da.) (a(1))m(1>... (a(,))m(,).
L—* oo J fi

A state p on s£s is pure if pp is concentrated on one point a (aa),..., a(") e R', and
it is known [15, 16] that p is pure if it is an extremal invariant state of all translation-
invariant states of se". Examples of pure states wiU appear in Sections 3 and 5.

Given SJß,p) by (2.8), we let/ [l,k] and denote

Hm/>,,>«>) a<',)(1, Vie J. (2.11)
JL-*oo

For each A^J eSJß,p), iej, we define the corresponding ((ß,^-dependent) fluctuation

operator for volume L, denoted by the corresponding small roman letter, by

«Ä) iAf - L«Z)I^L ^(«T - «"> (2-12)

Corresponding to each {rt, i e [l,k]} cz Z+ we define a fluctuation operator for the set

SL(ß, p) by

FUK * e [L *]}) A (aL(«Z)Y'- (2-13)

Since we shall be computing limits of Gibbs states on operators of the form (2.13),
which are not uniformly bounded in L, rather than products of operators (AP — oc^J,
the argument for the validity of the analogue of (2.10) when the PL are replaced by
Fg J{rh i ej}) fails, and we will eventually provide a counter-example to it. Hence,
we introduce the following definitions :
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Definition 1: pßJX has normal fluctuations around a.£\, is J, if for all subsets
{r„ieJ}otZ+,

31imPß,JFeLJ{rt,ieJ})). (2.14)
L-* oo

Definition 2: pB M
has a normal approximation with respect to the set SL(ß,p) if,

for all subsets {rt, i ej} of Z+,

31imptJFLJ{rt,i€j})). (2.15)

We call the limits (2.14) and (2.15), respectively, when they exist, 'normal fluctuation'
and 'normally approximating fluctuation'.

Definitions 1 (which is already contained in [2]) and 2 both make precise, in
slightly different ways, the statement that an extensive observable fluctuates around
its average value in the equilibrium state of a system of an infinite number of degrees
of freedom, at a certain (ß,p), by a quantity growing no faster than the square root
of the volume.

We refer to [2] for further general properties connected with Definition 1, in
particular for the theorem of stability of normality, as described by Definition 1, under
time-evolution by a Hamiltonian of type HL LP(a.il),...,a.il)), and for the precise
statement that the operators obtained, in correspondence to the fluctuation operators
from the limits (2.14), satisfy boson commutation relations.

In the following Sections 3,4 and 5 we study the above definitions for three soluble
quantum statistical models. Each section will contain a summary of the relevant facts
about the model considered, one or two theorems proving (2.14) and/or (2.15) for a
suitable ((ß,p)-dependent) set of operators, and a section about other properties of
the normal and normaUy approximating fluctuations. Some general conclusions wiU
be summarized in the remarks in each section. We refer in particular to Remarks 3.2
and 4.1.

3. Strong-Coupling B.C.S. Model

The Hamiltonian of the strong-coupling B.C.S. model is [3, 4] :

HL ê(L-2S3A-(Ar\jL)SzSt (3.1)

where

Sl=Sl±iS2,

0 < ê < 2À, and L volume number of Cooper pairs (fixing the pair density as

unity). The critical temperature is defined by

^/2A tanh(,f/rc). (3.2)

We work in the canonical ensemble. It foUows from standard methods that

L-»oo p

Ifliß) Üß>ßc
fjß) iiß^ßc
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where

S2 1 l-(2ajß))2 2ajß)
fiiß) -—-AÄaJß)2 + —log *P" +-^arctanh (2ajß))

1 1 - (2ajß))2 2a2(ß)
f2(ß) -2Sa2(ß) + -log A^ELL + -AAL arctanh (2a2(ß))

where

2a2(ß) =tanh(ßS)

and ajß) is the unique positive root of the 'gap equation'

2a1(j3)=tanh(2AjS(2a1(i8))).

From these formulae, it follows that at ß ßc a second-order phase transition occurs
(see [5] for a thorough discussion of the phase transition using spin-waves). It also
foUows [4, 7] that

(px SjAX üß^ßc (3.3a)
S' [^(ß) üß<ßc- (3-3b)

We define on ACI operators H[ and Hlß", cp e [0,277], which yield linear Heisenberg
equations of motion for the local and intensive observables, and whose corresponding
Gibbs states, pßJJ and pß2J-), cp e [0,27r], are such that, for any local or intensive
A ssAr,

'hmp^(^) ifiSe(0,ft) (3.4a)

Pl(A)=^Pi(A)={
~™

fdcp'um I ^P,UA) üße(ßc«>). (3.4b)
L-

6

It also foUows that, if fß\ and fß\9, cp e [0,277], arbitrary, are the unit-volume free
energies constructed from HlL and Hh*, respectively,

f JlWn if/3e(0,^c)
"

\^JfLim üße(ße,cc).

Hence, these Hamiltonians are called 'asymptotically exact'. Their precise form, both
for the B.C.S. and the Dicke maser model, are given in Appendix A. We denote the
limits of the states pßx and pfc2q), which exist in the sense of (2.5), by omitting the
superscript L.

In the theorems proved, both for the B.C.S. and the Dicke model, it wiU be

necessary to take SL(ß) consisting of gauge-invariant operators (i.e., commuting with
all operators which commute with the Hamiltonian) for ße (ßc, œ). This is a
consequence of the fact that, in both models, there is a spontaneously broken symmetry
below Tc, accompanied by a continuous family of ground-state representations of
the quasi-local spin algebra in Hilbert spaces AC2' *, labelled by a continuous parameter
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cp, which are unitarily inequivalent for different cp [1, 4]. To see the reason for this
most concretely and clearly, we give a short proof of the following theorem, which is
in fact a consequence of more general results stated in Ref. [2] :

Theorem 3.1: Let

S(ß)J{S^A2\S^} üße(0,ßj
LP |{S<f\S£} ifj8e(j8e,oo).

Then pß has normal fluctuations around {Sj S2 0, S3} if ß e (0,ßj and around
{S3ß,ajß)2} if ße(ßc,co).

Proof: Let cp e [0,27r] -> tB0( ¦) he defined by

.sJPtA) üße(0,ßj
TßvU (/W") Hße(ßc,<x>).

Then [3, 4, 7]

_
((itanhj8<f)mn(i'>...n<''»\ where n (0,0,1) (3.5a)

"' " ' P':
K(ß))m n<fc>... n<w, where np„ is given by (A.2) (3.5b)

where Sp° -Jc^,0. Let o-(t° S^/L, and S(L'i be the fluctuation operators associated to
S<° by (2.12). We have, for all r e Z+,

rßJ(SCL'ßr) L^2i(--iyla(LaJß))kTj2... 2 S«j...S<A. (3.6)
k=0 \ j \»,-l ir-* l /

Using the product structure of rßq>, given by (3.5a, b), a(pi)2 1 and the symmetry of
the binomial coefficients, one may see easily that the left-hand side of (3.6) is zero
for r odd. For r even, only the term in IP2 in the sum over k in (3.6) contributes, due
again to the product structure of (3.5a, b), a(p02 1, the symmetry of the binomial
coefficients and the combinatorial identity

Jm("1)k(2)(-) =(-l)mS_ n>m

Together with the fact that S£ and S(3) are gauge-invariant, i.e., their average values
are «^-independent, this proves (2.14) in the special case k—1. The proof for general k
is identical, and only slightly different if monomials in the fluctuation operators of
type ((Si - L2aJß)2)jL)r are included. ¦

Remark 3.1: We may obtain a result similar to Theorem 3.1 using the same set

SJß)={Sil\Sil\SC3'} for all ß e (0, oo) if we use a different definition of normal
fluctuations, following the ideas of N. N. Bogoliubov Jr. [14]. This wiU be developed
in Appendix B. |
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We now prove that pß has a normal approximation with respect to the set

^(S\J{S+L'Sz'sl} iiß<ß< (3-7a)
L(P) \{Vsl,Sl} iiß>ßc. (3.7b)

It might have seemed more natural to take SJß) {S£,S£} for ß > ßc instead of (3.7b).
However, from Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, and the identity

(S2 - L2 a\)jL ((V§! - LaJjVZ)2 + 2axAL((Vs2 - LaJjAl)

it foUows immediately that

3 hm pJ(((S£ - L2 aJß)2)jL)"), Vp e Z+

(and also that

3 hm p„(((^sl- LoJß))jVlA~>), Vp e ZJ.

FoUowing the lines of Theorem 3.4 of [1], it is easy to prove

Theorem 3.2: Let

Hß 2eb*b- AXV2a2(ß) (b + b*)

be a Hamiltonian on & L2(R3), the one-boson Fock space. Then if ß e (0,j8c),

Gß(rx,r2,r3) - lim ^((S£/VZ)'. (Sz/VZ)* ((SI- La2(ß))jVZy>)

trAb*'ibrie-eHB)
8

r,,, fr g.w,
^-(2cT2(iS))Mi-^(i8)T3/2-T(r3) (3.8)

where

!0
if / is odd

<•' if / is even. (3.9)
2*0/2)!

Theorem 3.3: If ß e (|3c, oo),

G,(r1,r2)=hm^(((Vsl-Ia1(j^)/vT)'--((5f-I/Al)/VIrJ)

T(r,) -T(r2) • (8ß\)-'2<2 (2jßg"(ajyi'2 (3.10)

where o-t ajß), and g is the function defined on the interval [0,Aj] by

g(x) =-y(x) - AXß2 x2 (3.11a)

whereby

x e [0, i] -+y(x) -d + x) log (i + x) - (i - x) log (i - x). (3.11b)
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Proof: The idea of the proof is simple. Let
1

851

-L(<p(x)-(j>U))

Pdx) —
2e-Hw<x,)-qi<x))

(3.12a)

(xt ijL,ie[l,L]) he one-dimensional probability measures on the interval [0,1],
where cp is a function known to have a unique minimum at x xe (0,1), essentiaUy
by Thirring's results [4]. The proof may be reduced to demonstrating that the steps
in the following relation

AA vi L-* co

+ co

J dxe-1/2x2""^x"
— 00

+ 00

I" dxe-1'2*2«"™

which one expects intuitively, may be made rigorous.2)
Consider firstly the case rx 0. Vet

Hfrz) pi(((Sl - Lp.JjAZy* - (8ß\)-'2'2 T(r2))

where p1L px — 1/(2L) (see [4]). We prove that

lim HLArJ =0 Vr2e Z..
L-* co

Using the results of [4], it foUows in a straightforward way that

(8\ß)~r2>2

2L2
Hfl(r2) ^^ß(L,a)MLJr2)

where the sets Sx, S2a form just a net in the triangle

{{a,p(a)};ae[0,i],\p(a)\^a}

given in Appendix A ((A.15), (A.16)), and

ß(L,a) <¦-«.<.>-.(»,» pja)

MLJr2)= 2 exp
(ieS2<r

P-PlL P-P-IL r(r2)

(3.12b)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

This method relies on the fact that the function cp assumes its minimum value in the interior
of the interval, for ß e (ßc, co). For ß e (0,ßc) the minimum is assumed at the boundary, and
this is the reason why we were not able to give a unified proof of this theorem for both ranges
of temperature and had to rely on the method of Ref. [1] for ß e (0,/y (Theorem 3.2).
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Zt=^2^'ff) 2 exp
treS, "eS2ff

P-PlL (3.18)

where

SL (2V2L\ß)~1 (3.19)

and pA) is defined in Appendix A ((A.17)). The only properties we shall need are:

2ae4n°
PJa) —

e3(l-2o-)1/2(l+2o-)3/2

where

lim g(L) 0.

+ (3.20a)

(3.20b)

It is readily shown that g has a unique minimum at a ajß). Hence, and since the
strict inequality ß > ßc is assumed, we may choose § > 0 so smaU that for \a — aj < 8,

i(° - cri)2g"(aj < g(a) - g(ax) < (a - aj2g"(ax) (3.21)

and

ax - 8 > px. (3.22)

We also define

r={ae[0,i];\a-ax\^8}. (3.23)

Separating the contributions to Hj:(r2) from r and Sxir, we have

H£(r2) RJZL + KL (3.24)

where

1 (8ßX)-'2>2
K,=

ZL 2L2 J ß(L, a)MLJr2) < const. L2exp (-L82g"(aJjA)
ffeSi-csifir)

as is easily seen from (3.21), and

(8ßA)~r2'2
R,=

2L2 J ß(L,a)MLa(r2).

(3.25)

(3.26)
°es,nr

Now, let

MLa(r2) (8ßX)-r2'2j dpexp P- PlL
8L

P-PlL\ 2

r(r2) (3.27)
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Let x0 aL and xt+x x, + (bL - aL)jn, ie[0,n-l], xt e [xt,xl+1), and{gL}L e z+ be a
sequence of functions defined on (aL, bL) such that :

p
a) Sp < œ 3 (aL,bL] disjoint union(alL,biLj, and gL is monotone in (aiL,biL] for aU

ie[l,p], tor all LeZ+;
(_1

b) 3c> 0 e \gL(x) | ^ c Vx e (aL, bL),VLe Z+.
Then

n "L.

2 Sl(xJ) (bL - ajjn f dxgjx) + a£
i=o «{

where, for some d > 0 independent of L,

ct\ ^ djn.

The functions

x -s* <r*V2 - r(r2))

X —>. ^-Ls'ltrOlx—aJ2!*

satisfy a) and b). Hence, by (3.21), we obtain the bound

(17,
+ «

f dae-L*"c°A(-°-°A2l4+\iA1')
<T1—Ô

(tr,+d
\

< const. L'1'2 sup IM^^I-H const. L-3/2 (3.28)
"ecffj-^o-j+ê]

where

«l SUP cpL(a) < const.
«re^-S^+o]

by (3.20a, b) and

|a^| sgconst./L, »'=1,2.

Let 81L=(Lg"(aJ)-1'2. Choosing L so large that 8L < 8 and S[ < 8, we get, by (3.21)

and (3.22),

tr,+6

z,_>
1

2 exp
item,L-»,lttL+Sl

P~ PlL '( da exp
8L

+ ßL

»» + * s 1 "'¦*
l [ dpexp(-((p-pXL)j8L)2)+yXl j

<T] + ä

,J/8J?)+y,.)-| J «*aexp
8L

+ßL
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> A8L8Le~2rL + 2yL8[e~1rL + 2SL«r1 ßL + ßLyL ^fjL, with/> 0 independent

of L, for sufficiently large L

where

r>.-°lJ$i,iM<')><xn>*->0

by (3.20a, b), and

| ßL\ ^ const.jL, \yL\ < const.jL.

(3.28) and (3.29) yield

RJZL < const. L1'2 sup |ML(T(r2)| + const. L~112.
ffe[ff,-«,ff, + «]

(3.29)

(3.30)

Now,

(ff-«,£.)/oL

MLo-(r2) 8L \ dpe-»\p'2 - T(rJ) 8L

-la+u\L)/öL

dpe-»2(p'2-T(r2))

<»+»il)^l

- j" dpe-«\pr*-T(r2))- j dpe~"\pr2 - r(r2)) • (3.31)

C-«it)/*i

Since

+ 00

j«//xe-"2(^2-T(r2))=0
— OO

by definition (3.9) of r, and

CO

f«/ye-y^Cr2«-xVrj,

(3.31) entails

sup \MLJr2)\^8LCr2 sup {e-^+""-^02[((a + pxJj8j'i+ 1]

o-eC»!-«, ff,+«) ffe[ff,-«,<ii+o]

+ e-«-wo2[((a-plL)l8L)"+l]}
< const. L(r2-I,/2 exp (-8Xß82 L) (3.32)

since, by (3.22) and the definition of piL, a, - 8 - p1L > 0 VL e Z+. (3.32) in (3.30)

implies

limi?JZL 0,
L,-* CO

(3.33)
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(3.33) and (3.25) in (3.24) imply (3.14). We now prove that

FpL(ri,r2) fb((VS2- LaJjVl)^ ((S3 - LpXL)jAl)'2) j--* «„(rj r(r2) (8ßX)-'2'2

(3.34)

where

+ 00

f «fo*r1/2<'"(<'i)*Vi

*$(ri) =2- r(rj (2l(ßg"(aJ))^2.

\ dxe-1/2'"C'i

(3.35)

By (3.14),

Ui'2 1

ZL 2L2 ißiA-'S)
'es,nr \ I

M,(r2)-^T(r2)(8ßX)-'2>2«ß(rx).

Hence, to prove (3.34), it is easily found that it suffices to prove that

Wv 'a) -J- Ô7Î 2 &L'a) • t(Vff(a+l/I) - aj'i - oiJrJjUi'2]
ffestnr

¦MLJr2) ^ 0.

Now, by (3.21) and (3.29),

L-V2 l
\NLß(ri,r2)\

Zl ZLS,l\r

«/»(^i)
^Lff(^)

Lr>/2

lA'2S

l/2g

+ \cL\jVl—+ o

^ const. sup (L-1/2\MLJr2)\)
ffetffj-o.ffi+SJ

ia'expHte"^) cr'2 + 0(£-»«))] •[(«/ + 0(L"1))r. - a„M]

where \CL\ < const., by (3.35) and the fact that, by the Lebesgue bounded convergence
theorem,

lAI2à +00

f da'exp[-ig"(aj a'2 + 0(L~1/2)]-[a' + O^-1)]^-—> f da' a", exp [-kg"(aJ a'2]
J j /2 *->-* co J
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for aU rx e Z+. This proves (3.34). From (3.34) we get (3.10) immediately from the
expansion

" F[(ri,r2-k). |/#((Vs! - LajjAlyi ((Si - LpjiVl))'2) -"IW(2^)
Other properties

Let sLß(r) ((S3L-Lsj)IL1'2y, and

Fß\(r) PßLJSLß(r))

9 e [0,277] -> Fß\Jr) PtL2m(Su(r))

Fk(r) Pe(SLe(r))

GLß(r) Gß-(0,r)=p>i(SLß(r)).

The limits of these quantities, if they exist, will be denoted by omitting the superscript
L.

Lemma 3.4: Vet r he even. If ß < ßc,

Fß(r) Fßl(r)=Gß(r). (3.36a)

lißc<ß< oo,

2*

F'(r)=I ë F'a'(f) # G"w' (3-36b)

0

At ß ßc and ß oo we have, respectively :

a) Fß(r) is continuous at ß ßc, while G^r) is, in general, discontinuous at this
point; (3.36c)

b) hm G„(r) 0, while, in general, lim F„(r) > 0. (3.36d)
S->oo ß->x>

Proof: (3.36a) foUows from Theorem 3.2. The continuity of Fß(r) foUows from
the continuity of s3, defined by (3.3a, b). To prove the remaining assertions, it suffices
to consider the special case r 2. Now, if s3 -J-o-3,

Ft(2) hm p,(((Sl - LS3) I AZ)2) hm I Pt | S3 - LS3X\

¦i-S32 (3.37a)lim"
L-.00 L

(L2 - L) S32 + L2S32 - 2L2 S32 + -
whence, by (3.3a, b),

ß > ßc > F„(2) i - p\ (independent of ß). (3.37b)
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(3.36b) follows from (3.37b) by comparison with Theorem 3.3. (Theorem 3.3 yields
Gß(2) const.Iß if ß > ßc.) (3.37b) also entails (3.36d). To prove the second statement
of (3.36c), let S < -\/2A. Then

G»c+o(2) ~ < î < Gßc_o(2) i - p2. ¦
Remark 3.2: (3.36b) of Lemma 3.4 shows that, for a fixed set SJß) {A\P, i ej]

({SL} in Lemma 3.4), the two notions, namely, that a state pß has normal fluctuations
around aff, iej (Definition 1), and that the same state pß has a normal approximation
with respect to the same set SJß) (Definition 2) are distinct, in the sense that the
normal fluctuation and the normally approximating fluctuation need not coincide.
ActuaUy, Lemma 3.4 shows that only the normally approximating fluctuation has
the properties :

A) lim GJr) 0
ß-> 00

B) Gß(r) is discontinuous at ß ßc.

A) is expected on physical grounds (absence of thermodynamic fluctuations of - in
this case - the Cooper pair energy at absolute zero, for reasonably defined 'fluctuations'),
and a property like B) (some 'anomalous' behaviour of the fluctuations at the critical
temperature) is also expected. It seems therefore more significant to consider the
normally approximating fluctuations. B

Remark 3.3: The idea of the proofs of the theorems on the normal approximation
property that follow (Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.3, whose proof wUl be omitted) is
the same as that stated at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3, and which actuaUy
conforms to the conventional ideas of statistical mechanics. The proofs are designed
to write the finite-volume fluctuations (given by the expression on which the lim
operates upon, in (2.15)) in the form (3.12a), and then to prove (3.12b). ¦
4. Imperfect Bose Gas

Let A. c U3 be an open region of unit volume and smooth boundary, and for
L ^ 1 let

AL {Lx:xeA). (4.1)

ACL symmetric Fock Space constructed from L2(AL). (4.2)

Let SL be a self-adjoint Hamütonian on L2(AL) with discrete spectrum and eigenvalues

0 L-2Eo<L-2Ex^L-2E2... (4.3)

such that

lim [x~3>2 max {m : Em ^ x}] V2/(3tt2) (4.4)
X->Xi

and let the corresponding eigenvectors be

Pi :k 0,1,2,.... (4.5)
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(4.4) is satisfied for SL —\A for a large class of regions of unit volume with various
boundary conditions [8]. Let the number operator on ACL be defined by

NL=2 "ut
k=l

nLk 9*(cpi)P(Pi)

whereby p(f), p*(f),fe L2(AL), are the standard annihilation and creation operators
on ACL, and let H0L he the free Hamiltonian constructed from SL in the usual way.
The Hamiltonian we consider is [9]

HL H0L+L3f(NJL3) (4.6)

where

/isC°°on(0,oo),/(0)=0, lim/'(«)=+00, andf(x) > 0 for aux e (0, oo). (4.7)
x-*oo

We shall work in the grand-canonical ensemble, and observe that the region L described
in Section 2 is now AL of volume L3. The mean particle density in the infinite-volume
limit is

p(ß, p) hm L'3 trt« „ NL). (4.8)
L~*oo

Let p0 he some negative real number, and Pn the projection of ACL onto its «-particle
subspace. Define the function yL by interpolation from the formula

trt (Pn VßL. ,0) exp [-ßL3 yL(njL3)] (4.9)

where

L exp[-ß(HOL-poNL)]
^•"o trLexp[-ß(H0L-p0NL)]-

Let y he the function defined on [0, oo) by

((p(x) -po)x- ßA^ß)-3'2[g5,2(eß-M) -gs^m
y(x) l iiO^xti Pc (4.11)

\y(Pc) - Po(x -pj itpc^X<ec
where gj-), p and p(¦) are defined by

00

gx(x) 2 x"lnX if a > 1 and x e [0,1]
n=l

pc (2rrß)-3'2g3/2(l)

x=(2Trß)-3'2g3/2(ei-Cx,),

We take ß fixed. pc is the critical density for Bose-Einstein condensation [9, 11].
We shaU take in this model

SL SL(p)={Nl}

and study the normal approximation property with respect to this set :

Theorem 4.1: Let p p(L) he defined by

p L-3trL(NLoßLiUiL)) (4.12)
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where 0 < p ^ pc is the mean density, and 0 < ß < oo. Let

G£,,(r) pè,MU(((NL - L3 p)IL3'2Y). (4.13)

Then

2 ^Tl2

G-^-tLG^-(wmvm) ™ (4'14)

where t is given by (3.9).

Proof: By (4.7) it foUows that (Theorem 4.1 of [9]) if p(ß,p) is defined as the point
of minimum of the function

&(*) y(«) +/(*) + 0*o -p)x (4-15)

then 0 < p(ß, p) < oo is continuous in p, monotonicaUy increasing in p, lim p(ß,p) =0
and lim p(ß,p) +oo. Hence, there exists a unique px such that 0-»-00

ll -* CO

L-3 trt (JVt <r£ B(L)) =p= p(ß, pj.
By Theorem 4.2 of [9], hm trL(NLaßLMLy) p(ß,pj and it foUows that

L-* co
*

lim/Li(£)=iLi1. (4.16)
L-*co

By definitions (4.9) and (4.10),

exp[-ßL3yL(njL3)] | (1 - exp [-ß(L~2Em - p0)])
m=0

x exp -L3\-£-)ß(L-2Em-p0) ¦ (4.17)

By (4.17) we see that, for each fixed L, yL may be interpolated to a convex C°° function
on (0, oo), which we shall denote, without confusion, again by yL. For p ^ pc, y is real
analytic, and by [9, Lemmata 3.5-3.8] each p has a neighbourhood where yL-+y
uniformly. It thus foUows easily that

yf(x) -—>- yw(x) VxjtPc-VneZ+. (4.18)

Let, for x e (0, oo),

gL(x) Yl(x) +f(x) + (po - p(L)) x. (4.19)

We have

x, I m \

G£rp(r) L3«2 2 --/> | trL(PmalH{L,)
m=0 \ L

Lzri2 L-ZI2 j {n _ p)r exp [-ßL3(gL(n) - gL(nL))]
neTi.

L-3'2 2 exp[-ßL3(gL(n)-gL(nL))]
neTi

(4.20)
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where nL is the point of minimum of gL, and TL {njL3, ne Z+l) |0|}. Now, p is the
point of minimum of g whence, given S > 0, 38 > 0 such that, if \x — p\ > S,

gH(x)-g»,(p)>* (4.21)

and, if a > p + S, 3/3 > 0 such that, Vx ^ a,

glil(x)-g„l(ß)>8 + B(x-a). (4.22)

By (4.15), (4.16) and (4.19), every p has a neighbourhood where

gL-*gu, uniformly (4.23a)

and it foUows that

nL-*p. (4.23b)

We may thus assume that (4.21) and (4.22) hold for gL, tor sufficiently large L, with
nL replacing p. Hence, we may restrict summations in (4.20) to the set

TLS {neTL:\n-nL\^Sj2)
for some ê > 0, without affecting the limit L -> œ. Let Tg {x: \x — p\ ^ S). By
(4.18) and (4.23b),

^
d?g_

L~°° dx2

d2gL

dx2
¦ 0. (4.24)

By continuity of g't, 3S > 0 and S > 0 such that

d2g
>8Vxe T,.

dx2

By (4.23b), WL(S) < oo such that VL > L(S), TLg ç Tt. Hence, by (4.18), 3L(S) <
L(S,^) < oo such that, VL ^ L(8,S),

d2gL

dx2
> - VX 6 Trg.

2
(4-25)

We make in both numerator and denominator of (4.20) the change of variable
ri L3/2(n — nL) to get

<£pM

L'312 2 Mr,n',ß)+0(e-*L3)
"'en„

L'3'2 2 M0,n',ß) + O(e-*L3)
n'sT'Lt

(4.26)

for some a > 0, and

TL, {[-^L3'2] + kjL3'2; k e [0,[L3]]}

[1 d2gL
fL(r,ri,ß)=n"exp\-ß

2 dx2
ri2 + 0(L~3'2) (4-27)
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By Taylor's theorem, we may also write, VL ^ L(8,g),

fL(r,n',ß)=n'rexp
ld2gr

-ß- ëL

2 dx2
(4-28)

(4.28) and (4.25) imply

h(r, n',ß) < n"exp (-/3/4 SV2) VL > L(8, g). (4.29)

From (4.26), (4.29) and the elementary argument to estimate the remainder given in
Theorem 3.3,

Gß.$M j dxfL(r,x,ß) +CL1>IL3<2\IIJdxfL(0,x,ß) +02VL3A

where |C<°| ^ const. VL> 1, i 1,2. (4.30)

(4.24) and (4.27) in (4.30) entail, by (4.29) and the Lebesgue bounded convergence
theorem,

+ O0

J dxx^exp[-ßj2(y"(p)+f"(p))x2]

\ dxexp[-ßl2(y"(p)+f"(p))x2]
— 00

from which (4.14) foUows. ¦
Other properties

Lemma 4.2:

hmGßrJr)=0 (4.32)
/J-»oo

Gßlp(r) is continuous at p pc. (4.33)

Proof: Using f"(x) > 0 Va; > 0, y"(pj 0, the continuity of y" at pc and the
Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem in (4.31), we get

2 "rl2
hm Gßrp(r) _hm GßrJr)= —— r(r)

p-^+0 P-pc-0 \ßf (Pc)j

which proves (4.33). Now,

ßll2
0 < p < pc => y"(p)

(2Trr3'2gxl2(exp(ßp(p)))

As /x(p) < 0 for aU 0 < p < pc, we get lim gxl2(efiu^-) 0 pointwise in (0,pc), which

yields, together with (4.14), (4.32) for 0 < p < pc, while, for p>pc, y"(p)=0 and,

since/"(p) > 0, (4.32) follows immediately from (4.14). ¦
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Remark 4.1: Unlike the ideal Bose gas, this 'imperfect Bose gas' has the same
behaviour for the canonical and grand-canonical ensembles, and is moreover stable
under smaU perturbations [9]. The behaviour with regard to fluctuations is also in
sharp contrast to the ideal Bose gases, which is given in Appendix C for comparison.

Also, we remark that the phase transition (Bose-Einstein condensation) is
characterized by a discontinuity of y" at p pc, while y" remains continuous at this
point. (4.33) is an immediate consequence of this fact. |
5. Dicke Maser Model

The Dicke Hamiltonian for finite volume is [1]

HL a*a + gS[+ ——(S\\a +Sla*)VL
where A > 0, 0 < g < A2, on ACL ACL <g> ACph, where AC£ is given by (2.7) and ACph
is the Fock space for one boson (photon). The operators S[ 2f_i (S(P)2 and
CL a*a + S[ commute with each other and with HL. In the subspace of ACL consisting
of vectors of extensive (i.e., proportional to L) energy of the system (photons +
molecules) the a#jL1/2 will play the role of intensive observables and the a#, the role of
fluctuation observables. With this understanding, we denote by a SjL and y CjL
the 'intensive' quantities corresponding to the eigenvalues 5(5 + 1) and C of SL and
CL, respectively.

Let p e [—a, [y, a]] (where [a, b] is the smallest of a and b) and

e(a, y,p)=y+(g -l)p- 2XVy - p Va2 - p2

f(a, y, p) e(a, y, p) - ß~1y(a)

where y is given by (3.11b).
We work in the canonical ensemble. It is shown in Ref. [1] that

f(ß) hm fß min min min f(o, y, p)
L-»oo OsSffsSI/2 »«IS( -ff«p=é<T

f(°i(ß),yi(ß),Pi(ß)) üß<ßc
f(o2(ß),V2(ß),P2(ß)) üß>ßc ' ;

where r is a fixed real number, for which a lower bound may be obtained from Lemma
2.2 of [1], and ßc, ajß), y,(ß), pjß), i 1, 2 are defined in Appendix A. From these

formulae it foUows [1] that at ß ßc a second-order phase-transition (from normal to
'super-radiance') occurs.

Let pßl and pß2<0 be the Gibbs states associated (as in the B.C.S. model) to the
'asymptotically exact' Hamiltonians for the Dicke model, given in Appendix A, and
let us denote by the superscript R the restriction of these states to sAR B(ACCJ),

and the limits of these states, if they exist in the sense of (2.5), by omitting the superscript

L.

Theorem 5.1: Vet

\{Sl,Sl,Sl} üße(0,ßj
St(Ä~'{Sa Hße(ßc,oo).
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Then p§ has normal fluctuations around {Sß,S£,S3} (Sj 0),iiße (0,j8c), and around
ajß)2 if j3e(j8e,oo).

Proof: By Ref. [1], Theorems 3.4 and 3.13, we have

(rf, «',".¦¦ s«;>) if|8<ft,

where pj\ and p*2()) have product structures analogous to (3.5a, b). The proof is then
identical to that of Theorem 3.1, since S[ is gauge-invariant. H

Theorem 5.2: Let /3 e (0,/3c) and

SJß) {«ï, a*, Sz, SI, 53}, if ß e (0, ßj.
Then pß has a normal approximation with respect to SJß).

Proof: This is Theorem 3.4 of [1]. ¦
Remark 5.1: Theorem 3.4 of [1] proves that the limit (2.15) for the above set may

be evaluated by comparison with the termal averages for the Hamiltonian

Hß a*a + gb*b + X(b* a + a*b)

on the Fock space of two bosons, where Ä X\f2ajß) < V~^ Hi ß < ßc- This condition
on A is necessary to prove Lemma 3.8 of [1], which is an essential tool in the proof.
For ß > ßc this argument does not, therefore, hold and it seems that more information
on the spectrum of HL is needed to prove the existence of (2.15) for SJß) {CL, S£}
if ß > ßc. This is an open problem. ¦For ß e (ßc, oo) we were only able to prove

Theorem 5.3: Vet (g,A) satisfy, besides 0 < S < A2, the condition

1/AV + g2jA) > i (5.2)

and let

Gi(r) ri(((CL - LyJßyiL1'2)'). (5.3)

Then, for all r even, for all ß e (ßc,a>), there exist two strictly positive constants
cjß,r) and c2(ß,r) independent of L such that

cJß,r)^GLß(r)^c2(ß,r). (5.4)

In particular, there exists a subsequence {iL}L e z+ of Z+ such that

lim GlMr) > 0.
L-*oo

Proof: We omit the proof, which foUows, except for a few details, the lines of
Theorem 4.1. ¦
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APPENDIX A

B.C.S. model:

HLf=-AXaJß) 2 <vn„„ (onACl)
p=i

*t ((1 - (glAXaJß))2y2cos9, (1 - (gjAXaJß))2y'2sin9, gjAXaJß))
Hi -2gS3L (onJ{?l).
Dicke maser model :

b* a*-Lct*(cp,ß); bL a-Loc((p,ß)
P(ß)=2X2a2(ß)

^9,ß)=-~ie(2l)i9)-K2)i9))

ejcp) ((1 - g2jp2y2 cos cp, (1 - g2jp2y>2 sin 9,-
For the Dicke maser model we have

n
2 S

ßc — arctanh —H g X2

ßgax(ß)=itanh'A

yjß)=pjß)=-ajß)
and ajß) is the unique positive root of the 'gap equation'

2o-2()S)=tanh(J8A2o-2(i8))

y2(j8)=M2 + A2(o-2(J8)2-M2)

g
2Ä2'

B.C.S. model:

S,={kj2L;ke[0,L]}
S2a {-a + kjL;ke[0,2aL]), oeS.

(2a + ljL) exp

x | 4Ao-;8 - j dt
o

arctg
t

L/2(l + 2o-) + 2
+ arctg

t

Lj2(l - 2a) + 1

(AA)

(A.2)

(A.3)

H2Lf b*bL + ip(ß) 2 (1 - op-e2) + L(\o.(9,ß)\2-P(ß)j2) (on ACl ® ACPJ)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.U)

(A.12)

(A. 13)

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)

e2n'-l\

(1 - 2a + 2jL)112 (1 + 2a + AjL)3'2

x 1 +
IL( l-2ff)]/2

L(l - 2a)
+ ¦

L(l + 2a)

i(l+2<r)]/2

(A. 17)
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APPENDIX B

As observed in Remark 3.1, we may obtain a result similar to Theorem 3.1 using
the same set SJß) {S^.S^.S^} for aU ß e (0, oo), if we use a different definition of
normal fluctuations, with the aid of the concept of quasi-averages, due to N. N.
Bogoliubov, and developed extensively by N. N. Bogoliubov Jr. [14]. Let

r[(C) g(L - 2S£) - AX(CSt + C*SD + AX\C\2 (B.l)

4A
rjr.C) g(L - 2S3L) - — (l-T)S-LSt- AXr(CSt+C*Sl) (B.2)

where t stands for 'trial' in (B.l), 0 < t < 1, C e C, and let p\^ and p\'ßc'z be the Gibbs
states associated to 77(C) and p\\c'x, respectively. The limits of these states, if they
exist in the sense of (2.5), wül be denoted by omitting the superscript L. Clearly,
A.(0>Q HL, the Hamiltonian for the strong-coupling B.C.S. model of Section 3, and

rjr,C) contains symmetry-breaking terms for t > 0.
Let C be a point of absolute minimum of the infinite-volume free-energy function

for/7(C) ([14], p. 105):

A(P'(Q) =-J8-1hm i logtr^-'l«:,.

Theorem B.l: Vet SJß) {S<i\5<2\S(3>} Vß e (0, oo). Then

3 hm hm pd2ßz(F[-^(r)) r {rx,r2,r3} (B.3)
t->0 + i->oo

for all subsets {rt, iej} c.Z+, where

FßA'S(r) fi ((S«> - LSy(T,C))lVly (B.4)
i=i

and

hmP2y(oi'>)=S£>(T,C), »e [1.3]. (B.5)
L-*co

Proof: It is proven in Ref. [14], p. 129, that for all local elements yes/,
lim p\f- (y) p\'J (y) hm p\f(y) p\ß(y). (B.6)
L-* co L-*co

Hence, S(P(t,C) =S(jj)(C) are independent of re (0,1), hence also FßL'T'S(r), and
writing F[-C(r) F[-'-d(r), (B.6) yields

pi'ß(Fi'c(r))=pUFirc(r)) (B.7)

and

llimp\jFi~c(r))
L~* co

by arguments identical to those of Theorem 3.1. Hence, by (B.7),

3 lim pï'J(FfiÂ (r)) hm pf,(F» ~c(r)). (B.8)
L->co L-*co
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But 77(C) does not depend on t, hence the right-hand side of (B.8) is independent of t,
whence, trivially

3 lim lim p\'J(Firc(v)) hm p\ß(Fl'c (r)). |%-*Q+L-*iX} L-^co

APPENDIX C

In this appendix, we consider the fluctuations of the set SL {ATL} for the ideal
Bose gas, to be compared with Theorem 4.1. The notation is the same as that of Section
4, with/identicaUy zero.

Let z(L) e""(t> be fixed by

p L-3 Zx(L)l(e"t-z(L)).
k=l

Since

0 < trt (nLk otfMO) < » Vk 6 Z+ U {0}

we must require

O^z(L) <1.
The properties of z(L) are given by

Theorem C.l [11] : For p~ < pc,

L-3z(L)l(l-z(L))^0 and *(£)-?£ (C.l)

where 0 < £ < 1 is the unique root of the equation

P (2^r3>2g3l2(Q. (C.2)

For

p>Pc,L-3z(L)j(l-z(L))-+p-pc and z(L)-* 1. (C.3)

Here, ga and pc are given in Section 4. Let Gtjr) be given by (4.13) of Section 4, with
all quantities replaced by the ones for the ideal Bose gas. It is easy to prove that,
given any l^L<oo,^>2, there exists a real neighbourhood of zero, NLp(0) # {0},
such that, Vh e NLp(0), one may define

aLßh exp[-ß(HL-(p + hjß)NL)]
Zßh — tfL crßh

<NLyh trJajfhNL)IZjfh

cLP(h) <[(NL-ijNLyhyyh p>2
fJh) L~3logZ^

and where

\d»fjh)jdh"\ < oo Vp^O-Vhe NLp(0).

Under these conditions, one can prove
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Lemma C.2: The mean ^-variances Cp(h) may be expressed

Vhef)NLJ0)*{0}
k>2

in terms of the successive derivatives of fL by means of the set of recurrence relations :

C$(h)jL3 d2fjh)jdh2 (CA)

dh
CLJh)=Cj;+x(h)-pC£-_x(h)Ci(h). (C.5)

Using this lemma, one may now prove

Theorem C.3: Vet 0 < ß < oo be fixed. If r is even,

et(p, ß)>0 Hp<pc
Gß,j;(r) lim G^(r)

L~* co +00 if 5 >P> Pc

If r is odd and p < pc,

Gß,-A) o.

Furthermore, if p < pc,

GßrJ2) (2Trß)-3'2gxl2(ir)

where £ is defined by (C.2).

(C.6a)

(C.6b)

(C.6c)

(C.6d)

e-ßlx-n'D)

Proof: It is easy to prove that, by (C.4), Lemma 2.1 of [9] and bounded
convergence,

GI-J2) C£(0)/£3 (d2fL(h)jdh2)h^o
CO

L-3z(L)j(l-z(L))2- f A
J dx
o

where

FJx) Zr3[max{w: L~2Em ^x}- 1].

Hence,

(1-e -ß(x-u(L))s.2
¦ FJx) dx (C.7)

(C.8a)

V2
limFt(*)=— *3'2
Z.->oo 377^

and 3& independent of L and x such that

FJx) ^ kx312.

(C.8b)

(C.8c)

If p < Pc, then p(L) -> log £ < 0 by (C.l), and, from (C.7), (C.l), (C.8b, c) and dominated
convergence, it follows that

G,,5(2) (2nß,-*>*gl/2(Q (C.9)
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which proves (C.6d) and, a fortiori, (C.6a) for r 2. If p > pc, since

^ e-ßlx-p(L),
' <0 VL^ldX ^(l-C-*(»-»(«))2

it foUows that

/ z(L) V L3
Gk -Jr) > L-3

V

+00

by (C.3), proving (C.6b) for f 2. The remaining assertions foUow from application of
the recurrence relation (C.5). In fact, by (C.5), if r is even, GßiJr) always contains a

dominating term

const. (>0)L—Ci(0)- — (const. (>0)((277^)-g1/2(£))->0 if p < Pc

*— (+00 iip>Pc

proving (C.6a, b) for general r even. (C.6c) foUows from the structure of (C.5), which
relates Cp(h), p odd, to Cp_2(h),..., C3(h), with coefficients tending to finite (possibly
zero) limits. Since

Cf(0) 1 d3fL
L-*x,

ft-0

-? 0
L<"2 L3'2 dh3

the result follows by induction. |
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